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Introduction
Tom Jacobs: The bulk of this article is channeled from Ascended Master Djehuty, a.k.a. Thoth, St.
Germain, and Merlin. I’ve been channeling him for a number of years and over the last couple he’s
been guiding me to learn, develop, and add to my toolbox tools to teach others how to upgrade
consciousness in order to evolve as humans. This introduction is to give you some context for why I
am now teaching about crystals and cutting, polishing, and charging them for you.
After beginning to channel him directly in writing and then for clients during sessions a few
years ago he suggested that I begin offering group calls to channel him. First it was a set of teachings
and then a series of full moon calls over almost a year and a half. There was also a channeling tour I
underwent to the West Coast in July of 2011, doing 7 live events for people in 5 cities. During those
events and calls he would do energy work through me, which really involved the two of us working
to create a vibration that, with intention and focus, did energy work on all the callers. I was amazed
to learn that the energy work and consciousness-raising effects of the calls happened for those who
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heard the MP3s after the call, even months or years. The vibration that does the work is captured in
my voice on the recordings, and that accesses Djehuty’s frequency for all who listen to those
recordings.
Next came a handful of major channeling events geared toward shifting consciousness of all who
heard the live call or MP3 later in major ways. The first was the Consciousness Upgrade Clinic in late
2012. It was followed by the Energy and Emotion Clearing Event and then the Transforming SelfDoubt Event, both in late 2013. As I write this I am preparing for the next event in the series, titled
Transforming Depression and Anxiety (15Feb14).
To those who have been following this work and participated in any of those previous calls or
major events, it might seem no surprise to find that this evolutionary astrologer and channel is now
talking and teaching about crystals. In fact all of my work – even before I realized it – has been
progressively oriented toward teaching about altering and changing consciousness for the better. A
fundamental thread throughout all of it is that a human is an energetic being who experiences energy
as emotion, and all of the tools I’ve been learning and developing fit together to help you shift your
experience of being an energetic being.
Just as those calls and major events were Djehuty’s suggestions, this work with crystals is, too.
The first crystals that found their way to me were gifts, which is pretty normal when people get
turned on to this area of knowledge and experience. One of the first crystals given to me was a small
piece of tiger iron. I began using it to call up Djehuty’s frequency easily and quickly – holding it in
my hand each time I channeled him. In time I no longer needed it to bring him through but still
used it as a reference point. Sometimes I thought of it as bookmarking a web page in a browser.
About a year ago as of this writing he showed me that I could purchase tiger iron stones and
charge them with his level of consciousness and then make them available to others working to get
grounded and improve their self-confidence. I was skeptical at first that such a thing could work as I
knew little about crystals (and why would I doubt something that he tells me? He hasn’t been wrong
yet!). Apart from those I possessed (had been given) and used when channeling, information about
the whole field would go in one ear and out the other. I couldn’t retain anything about them. There
people suggesting certain stones to me who likely did so half a dozen times as I couldn’t remember
what they’d told me in the past. I wanted to learn more but since my mind wouldn’t hold it, I
accepted that it wasn’t yet time.
For almost a year I looked at mostly online sources of tiger iron stones. What I found was for the
most part meant for jewelry and didn’t feel right to use for my purpose. In my experience small
tumbled stones and cabochons don’t ground one enough to really get to work with tiger iron is
wonderful at doing and healing within a person, so I kept looking every month or so for other
sources. I wanted pieces that would be noticeable as you held them in your hand, containing enough
of the layers of the three constituent crystals to give a good effect, and be relatively weighty. Toward
the end of the year I decided to look up a stone cutting and polishing class in my city and found a
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club offering classes that I could join. It’s only been a month since I joined but it’s been a long month
– I’ve spent a lot of time with the rough piece I purchased and then cut and polished into individual
pieces for use by others.
All of this is to explain to you that me getting into crystals as I am has everything to do with
Djehuty’s plan to teach me how to help you raise your level of consciousness to heal the past, get
present, and improve your lives. It’s not a pet project my human mind has somehow become fixated
on, and it’s not something I’m trying out in hopes there might be some value in it – I know there is.
All the people who’ve benefited from working with me are proof that using crystals in intentional
ways as Djehuty describes is valuable. I’d love to take credit for the idea but that goes to Djehuty,
who is always working with a bigger picture than humans can usually see and guiding us/me toward
the next logical step for our conscious and intentional development as energetic beings living human
lives.
Making these charged crystals available to you is the next step in the story of altering your
consciousness – and therefore your life – for the better.

Crystals, the Earth, and You
Ascended Master Djehuty: Crystals are structures that amplify and hold vibrations. When you
hold or are touching one you gain exposure to the particular structure that kind of crystal offers. Its
energetic signature interacts with your energetic signature, causing an effect in you and in the
crystal. For our purposes here we will focus on the crystal having an effect on you.
You are an energetic being with pathways in your consciousness and field shaped and determined
by experiences and the meanings and emotions attached to them. Experiences and their associated
feelings and thoughts float around as though like bubbles in your field, going here and then there,
circulating all over your field and, therefore, body. When you have particular experiences that
match the frequencies of these past events (or seem to), the bubble rises to the surface and you feel an
emotion, often coupled with a thought and the meaning that has been attached to them. It is the
meaning, in fact, that binds them together, which is why the channel and I focus consistently on
teaching you to rewrite your history by altering the meaning attached to events that have caused
negative feelings.
The vibratory state of a crystal will not adapt to the contours of these pathways in your field.
Over time some of them will absorb energies that you are emitting, generating, or trafficking in if you
do so long enough. Therefore in general crystals need to be cleaned periodically. More on that later
from the channel.
The crystal you hold and use will, in effect, hold space for you to train or retrain yourself to live
life without being sidetracked by the continual or periodic re-emergence and circulation of the
bubbles described above. Whatever emotional and historical topics or issues with which you are
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dealing will not automatically go away when you use a crystal but by using one you have the
opportunity to alter your relationship with them.
It is important that you understand this truth: Your consciousness is creating the world around
you. The issues (bubbles) within your field exist until you change your mind about the history they
point to and cause you to recall. A major part of what crystals do is hold an ideal image of a
frequency that in fact occurs naturally within you.
If that is the case, then what is a crystal? It is a piece of the Earth that is formed in such a way as
to vibrate a particular frequency or range of frequencies of possible energies. They do in fact possess
a level of consciousness and it is this that reflects to you as you work with a crystal what is out of
balance in your self or life. The structure allows it to hold energy and the default energy held is that
of the Earth.
At this point it is necessary to explain to or remind you of your relationship with the Earth. It is
the primary reason that crystals work and why I have shown this channel what to do with tiger iron
in the way that he is now doing for you. The Earth is a being that is large and strong enough to hold
itself as an anchor for all the beings living upon it. The Earth possesses a level of consciousness that
you can tune into if you work at it. The Earth asks nothing from you but holds space for you to live
your life, feel your emotions, explore areas of life, make decisions, manifest a mission in the world,
and everything else you do while you live on top of it. The Earth is your mother as some of your
mythologies describe, though she does not shelter you from harm all of the time as it may seem a
mother is to do.1 Her purpose is to support you in learning what it is that you as a portion of divine
intelligence has incarnated to learn. There are endless possible ways that you manifest it but the
primary objective of all souls to incarnate on Earth is to learn what love is, where it comes from, and
who is responsible for giving it to whom.

Each crystal, then, is a piece of this magnificent and supportive being who is rooting
for you to complete your divine mission while living a human life.
When you hold a crystal you are holding a piece of the Earth itself that vibrates according to a
specific frequency or range of frequencies that hold space for part of you to regain awareness of your
natural, intact state as it exists without the emotional and karmic bubbles that circulate as they do
throughout all of your many lives on the Earth.
When it comes down to it it is your relationship with your experiences (what happened) and
your history (how you interpret what happened) that crystals affect. You can hold one and not do
anything special and you will have the benefit of this space being held. Yet when you learn to work
with crystals consciously you can have much deeper and more impactful results that truly and

1

TDJ: See the channeled volume Goddess Past, Present, and Future for in-depth treatment of this topic.
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effectively change your life for the better. And it is this that I have asked the channel to learn from
me and from the crystals themselves and is the inspiration for these notes you are now reading.

Tiger Iron and the Lower Three Chakras
This crystal is a layered combination of three distinct crystals. You can find much information
about each of the three individual crystals as well as the combination as tiger iron but I will here offer
you some thoughts specific to the purpose I and the channel have in mind for you.
The three crystals are hematite, red jasper, and gold tiger eye. Hematite directly affects and tunes
the 1st or root chakra and its color is dark grey. Red jasper directly affects and tunes the 2nd or sacral
chakra and, as the name suggests, its color is red. Gold tiger eye directly affects and tunes the 3rd
chakra or solar plexus and its colors include brown and gold. Each of these crystals can be used for
grounding and each is effective toward this end. Yet the combination of the three makes for a
stronger, more thoroughly grounding crystal. It is said that tiger iron is the strongest of all grounding
crystals and it is because of the energetic interaction between the layering of the stones. If you find a
piece without many layers visible it may be less strong than one with many layers tightly compacted.
All pieces of rough stone will be unique and there is absolutely no possibility of uniformity or
consistency. When you are looking for a piece of tiger iron you are to allow yourself to be drawn to

one. If you notice that the one you are clearly drawn to is less layered than others you have seen or
could have chosen please be at peace with the knowledge that its level of intensity is perfect for you
at this stage. If you need a different one in the future in order to best utilize the consciousness level
of tiger iron, then you will be guided or drawn to another piece when the time is right.
The combination of the three crystals in one piece vibrating together affects the three lower
chakras as described above. These lower three chakras in the person who works with tiger iron will
be activated. What is and has been stored there – energies and emotions including the bubbles
described above – will come to the surface to be dealt with. It is a wonderful thing to activate these
chakras in this way yet please remain grounded. They are grounding crystals but when you first
begin working with one you may find that you are periodically distracted by emotions, thoughts,
attitudes, reactions, or even dreams that are occurring. Some of these things may well up in you and
demand time and attention. Deal with these things but retain cords into the Earth. Remember that
when you are holding a crystal you are holding a piece of the Earth and that it has willingly shared a
piece of itself with you so that you may improve your life and develop your consciousness while you
are living as a human. Maintain the image of cords into the Earth as this channel teaches and breathe
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the energy of the Earth into your body for stabilization and rejuvenation. 2 Create this to be second
nature in your life and working with this crystal will benefit you tremendously.

Topics and Issues Associated with the Lower Three Chakras:
Root/1st: culture, family of origin, safety, security, feeling supported by and part of life, immunity,
connection to and relationship with one’s body, relationship with nature and the Earth, all that is
imprinted upon you by society, clan, heritage, nation, and family.
Sacral/2nd: relationships, creativity, sexuality, money, procreativity, giving and receiving, fairness, the
reflections others give you and those you give them (how you see and treat each other).
Solar plexus/3rd: self-esteem, self-definition, will power, personal strength, self-interested decisions.

Dealing with Stored Energies and Emotions
As the lower three chakras become activated you must deal with the issues that arise – those that
you have stored in these energy centers as emotions attached to memories. During this process
maintain cords down into the Earth and accept the energy of the Earth into your body and you will
find yourself more and more grounded over time. This means that you will notice a distinct
alteration in your relationship with the notion of fear in general and, specifically, your particular
fears. You will find your willpower strengthened, and the same with your ability to make the right
decision at the right time and stick to it. You will become attuned to the subtle dynamics and
undercurrents of your existing and past relationships and you will become much more sensitive to
being in alignment with responding to others in ways that work best for you and not responding in
other ways (saying yes to what is good and no thank you to what is damaging or destructive). At
times you may find this to be challenging and I encourage you to make a commitment to yourself to
do what it takes to free yourself from these past ideas of who you are and what life is about. And I
encourage you to remind yourself that you are not your history but a divine being learning about
what it means to be human for a while. This will help you as you work through what may come up
from deep storage in these lower three chakras.
Because you will be changing please understand that those you interact with a lot, live with,
share a bed with, and work with may as a result of your work with tiger iron be affected. As you will
not be able to help from shifting if you decide to alter your relationship with yourself, others in your
sphere naturally will be affected. This is to be expected and is a positive thing for all involved – if
you need to change and it affects others, we can know that they are vibrating into their lives
someone who is changing (you) and who offers a different model of how to approach a life area or
something else like this.
2

On the right-hand side of http://www.tdjacobs.com is a link to a free 13-minute meditation to support such a
connection to the Earth as well as to clear out your field of energies that do not belong to you, something all
humans need to become accustomed to doing.
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Over the long term as you work with tiger iron in these conscious ways you will find it easy and
enjoyable to be in your body much more than you probably have been at other times. Some of you
might be fine in your bodies but many people are not. One reason is that humans mostly have not
been taught how to deal effectively with difficult emotions and so these emotions circulate around in
their fields, seeking and ultimately demanding expression whether positive or negative. In other
words, most people’s bodies are crowded with the energies and emotions from their pasts and also
what they have absorbed from or carried on behalf of others – it is too crowded in there for many to
be happy in their bodies! Consistent use of tiger iron will create a subtle emphasis on attention to
your lower three chakras that in most people will begin to correct a lifetime of imbalance of being in
the upper chakras too much and too often. As you develop comfort with being in your body in this
way the 6th chakra, or third eye, begins to open in a relaxed manner.
A heightened sense of intuition is therefore a result of use of this crystal. I could have begun the
explanation of tiger iron with this but I want there to be no illusions that there is a process that needs
to be seeded and nurtured in order to get to the part about developing and trusting intuition. In
other words I am clear that it is not a quick fix to use a crystal in this way, at least not tiger iron with
the strong effect it has on your body and field if used intentionally as I am describing here.
If when your intuitive side opens more you are remembering to choose to be connected to the
Earth and remain grounded (not distracted by emotional processes and storms that may get stirred up
as you encounter and alter your relationship with your past and with fear) then you will be able to
see how to trust that intuition. You will begin to notice a sense that you know something you can’t
explain and over time can learn to allow this to be with you always. Each human possesses intuition
and using tiger iron is a wonderful way to open it in a gentle but robust way. But as stated it in fact
requires that you deal with all manner of fear and pain from the past – the normal blocks and
impediments to a normally-functioning intuition in most people. When people call the channel to
work with him and ask how to get in touch with or learn to trust their intuitions he astutely replies
that a person must embark upon a process to go through his or her history and change the meaning of
why all the things that impacted him or her deeply happened in order to do this. Intuition simply is.
It is the bubbles of emotion attached to meaning related to historical life events that get in the way of
knowing and trusting it. There is a level of insight and knowing that many people have that is often
labeled “psychic” and yet I wish to steer you away from this idea and to begin with getting deeply
grounded. Once that happens then you will find yourself naturally free to develop intuitive and
knowing abilities in the ways that work best for you. For if you receive what is thought of as psychic
information and you are not grounded, there is every likelihood you will use that information in
ways that ultimately may not feel good to you and others.
When your intuition is online and you are fully in your body, you will feel more strongly as part
of life and the fabric of all consciousness on the planet as you ever have before. Your ability to
connect with inner and outer guidance can become stronger, which is a way of saying that you can
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become more open and receptive to the support that is always surrounding you as well as giving your
instinct the benefit of the doubt, creating circumstances highly conducive to more intuitive
experiences and a willingness to trust what is seen and learned. I want you not just to know that you
are supported but to experience it directly. This is why I have spoken and written through this
channel so many times – to give you a chance to spend time with me, someone who is devoted to
supporting your evolution no matter what you need.

The Tiger Iron Crystals Charged with My Vibration Offered by This Channel
Tom has agreed to step into new territory with this crystals business, as he might say. He is
sourcing rough pieces of the crystal and cutting and polishing them according to his intuitive sense of
what makes the best sort of grounding stone. The tiger iron that you can obtain through him is
charged with my level of awareness and intentionality. The crystal structure of these stones is of
course in common with all tiger iron found on Earth but these pieces additionally carry my vibration.
As you may know me as having different names, please research the different mythological stories
and archetypal energies associated with the names Djehuty, Thoth, St. Germain, and Merlin. These
are the four faces I use when spending time with the channel Tom Jacobs and something of each
vibration will be present in the crystals you obtain from him.
But to give you an overview now - if you are not familiar with some of the basics associated with
the portion of divine consciousness that is me – I will share that I am a scribe and messenger figure,
bringing messages and translating for those who need guidance. My role as a teacher is in fact more
akin to a translator and space-holder for certain traditions and teachings of Earth history and the
history of its consciousness as well as that of all the life on it. Simply put, my job is to help you in any
way that I can to support you in furthering your own evolution. Working through this channel I
seek to remind you of your true nature as divine beings having human experiences, temporarily
forgetting your divine power so you can adopt human roles in order to learn about what love is,
where it comes from, and who is responsible for giving it to whom, the purpose and point of the
multilife journey of all souls incarnated on the planet.
I am available to answer questions and support the unfolding evolution of consciousness to any
and all who ask. While sometimes a trickster to wake you up to your potential to figure things out on
your own, I support each being who asks for my help.
The tiger iron pieces Tom is offering are charged with my level of confidence that all that you
experience is a creation of your soul so that you as a human can learn more about what love is, where
it comes from, and who is responsible for giving it to whom. They are directly imbued with the
strength of will I seek to inspire in you so that you can begin to make the right decisions for yourself
at the right times and for the right reasons. They are charged with a frequency that will support you
in knowing that all adversity is temporary and that it comes to you to show you what in your life is
out of balance and needs your attention as well as the confidence to do something about it.
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They are also charged with the knowingness that you are always safe, no matter what has
happened to you in the past. They carry a charge of knowing that you can change in your life what is
out of balance and out of order; you can learn to confidently and effectively say “yes, please” to what
you want and “no, thank you” to what you don’t. These pieces of tiger iron carry the grounded
knowledge that you are, in all of your choices past, present, and future, fulfilling your soul’s mission
as you learn about free will, the nature of choice, and how to deal with the results of choices with
compassion and grace.
I am always your humble servant and friend. As I come through the channel Tom Jacobs I seek
to express my love for humanity and the divine journey of each and every being on the planet
through answering questions and providing insights into why things happen on the Earth plane as
they do. It is in my heart to support you in evolving in the best possible ways at the exactly perfect
times. I am honored that you are welcoming a conscious piece of the Earth with which I have been
in loving and supportive dialogue into your home and life. It is my intention that you allow this
conscious piece of the Earth to stir and support you in becoming a more secure, loving, clear,
confident, expressed, and open person. Your true nature as a portion of divine intelligence imbues
your human self with all of these wonderful qualities and more – you have been waiting to develop
the will and collect the tools to step into a full expression of your divine, loving power while in
human form.
It is also my intention that this crystal support you in this process for as long as you need it to do
so. If at any time the crystal you obtain through the channel no longer feels like yours or tries to
leave your life, or if you find that it no longer suits you, please pass it on to someone in need of
grounding to the Earth in order to heal, feel more alive and happy about it, and self-confident to do
what he or she came to the planet to do. It is the nature of crystals to come and go as they please,
which is wholly dependent upon what you need, why you need it, and when and for how long you
need it. You will know if a crystal is ready to leave you – trust that guidance and learn to let them go
if it is time, even if you find yourself attached.

Notes
One Crystal Among Many
Tiger iron is one crystal among many. Some of its attributes have been described here and there
are others. Please be aware that overdeveloping any particular frequency within you will lead to
imbalance. Working with tiger iron in general and the pieces from Tom in particular will develop all
of the attributes explained in this document. But too much of a good thing can be too much! Perhaps
for a while you will have the tiger iron with you at all times. Perhaps you will be inspired to
immerse yourself in its vibration. And perhaps you will pick it up now and then as you get to know
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what it has to say to you – what it reflects to you and how you relate to the space it holds for you to
come to know yourself outside the circulating bubbles of past memory wrapped up with emotions
and beliefs.
How much you hold and work with the crystal is up to you and I trust that you will allow
yourself to be guided to and through how and how much you use the crystal. If you are drawn to use
it frequently you might simply be someone who is truly ready for the influence of this particular
piece of the Earth. It might fill in a gap that has been developing or deepening for a long time in your
life and this is why you have found each other.
If you have questions or comments, be in touch with Tom and he will answer them. Though
keep in mind that many times he will put your attention on the fact that you also have access to your
inner guidance that the crystal will be strengthening – my nature as the teacher-trickster has not
been lost on him.

Cleaning and Charging A Crystal
Tom Jacobs: The crystal you get from me will have been cleaned before I charge it with Djehuty’s
frequency and intentions. At some point you may need to clean it but perhaps not for a while –
maybe even a year or more. You will need to gauge if you perceive it loses some of its charge or
effectiveness. My experience using it while I run heart-chakra energy during channeling and healing
work for clients and groups is that mine doesn’t seem to need cleaning. In fact the positive effect
grows slowly over time and the piece I use gets I suppose “seasoned” from use. But if you do clean
your crystal in typically suggested ways, the frequency of Djehuty may be cleaned out, too. I
recommend not worrying about cleaning it in the short term. I will spend some time with this issue
and learn more about it from spending time with different pieces of tiger iron and from Djehuty and
will publish more thoughts on cleaning these particular crystals at a later date.

Obtaining a Charged Crystal from Tom Jacobs
Within a couple of weeks you will be able to get a charged crystal from me through
http://www.tdjacobs.com. I will have a variety of tiger iron crystals available. If I am out of crystals
when you go to my site then check back a week or two later. I expect that these might go quickly as
I’ve been working with people all over the world who are ready to have such a stone to help them in
their grounding and evolutionary processes.
Also you can sign up for my email list, watch my Facebook page or follow my blog or the radio
show The Soul’s Journey to be notified when crystals become available.
I will ship crystals to people both inside and ourside the USA.
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